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A Catenary System Analysis for Studying the Dynamic
Characteristics of a High Speed Rail Pantograph
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In this study, the dynamic response of a catenary system that supplies electrical power to high
-speed trains is investigated. One of the important problems which is accompanied by increasing
the speed of a high-speed rail, is the performance of stable current collection. Another problem
which has been encountered, is maintaining continuous contact force between the catenary and
the pantograph without loss of panhead. The dynamic analyses of the catenary based on the
Finite Element Method (FEM) are performed to develop a pantograph suitable for high speed
operation. The static deflection of the catenary, the stiffness variation in contact lines, the
dynamic response of the catenary undergoing the force of a constantly moving load and the
contact force were calculated. It was confirmed that a catenary model is necessary to study the
dynamic characteristics of the pantograph system.
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Nomenclature----------
ml : Mass of pantograph frame
m« : Mass of pantograph plunger
ms : Mass of pantograph panhead
Cl : Damping between body and pantograph

frame
C2 : Damping between pantograph frame

and plunger
Cs : Damping between pantograph plunger

and panhead
k1 : Stiffness between body and pantograph

frame
k2 : Stiffness between pantograph frame and

plunger
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: Stiffness between pantograph plunger
and panhead

: Static uplift force of pantograph
: Aerodynamic uplift force

m« me : Mass of a messenger wire element,
contact wire element

El"" El; : Bending stiffness of messenger wire,
contact wire

T"" Te : Tension of messenger wire, contact
wire

U"" Ue : Displacement of messenger wire ele-
ment, contact wire element

kd , ks : Equivalent stiffness of dropper, sup-
port tower

T : Total kinetic energy
V : Total potential energy
P : Contact force
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1. Introduction

The high speed railway system that emerges as
the next generation transportation system is char
acterized by high stability, high speed and pas
senger comfort, all of which are not part of other
transportation systems. Various developed nations
have put an emphasis on developing the technol
ogy. While Korea is concentrating its effort on
assuring a basic technology and developing a
speedier and more stable high speed railway.

One of accompanying problems to the high
speed railway system is to ensure constant and
stable current collection. For the stable operation
of a railway, the catenary must be supplied with
constant and stable electrical power through solid
contact with the pantograph. If the velocity of the
railway increases, the range of the catenary's
dynamical variation will increase and then con
tact loss between the pantograph and the catenary
might occur. In addition, there is going to be
increased wear on the pantograph as electric shock
and damage occurs. Research on the current collec
ting system's dynamic characteristics and a means
to decrease dynamic variation is needed. Progress
has been made in research for assuring the ability
of high speed driving. Ockendon and Taylor
(1971) described an approximate analytical for
mulation to determine contact force. Manabe
(1994) conducted wave analysis research to study
the response between the pantograph and the
catenary with discrete support springs. Vinayaga
lingam (1983) studied contact force variation and
panhead trajectory by using finite difference
methods. Recently, an active pantograph was
proposed for more stable current collection
through maximizing the ability of the pantograph
to follow the catenary. Connor, et al (1997)
investigated the active pantograph with an
optimal control algorithm. Resta, et al (1998)
researched an active pantograph for a high speed
rail system. For developing an active pantograph,
it is important to estimate the behavior of the
current collection system. These studies include
the development of the controller which has an
actuator at the base of the pantograph and feed-

back signal of the displacement. However, there
remains the difficult problem of applying a sensor
to the pantograph conducting a high current.

As the driving speed of the KTX (Korea Train
eXpress) is 350km/h, it is necessary to investigate
the feasibility of an active pantograph for better
contact between the pantograph and the catenary.
There have been many studies on the catenary
system which determine the contact force with the
pantograph system. Park, et al (1996) researched
the caternary system using the FEM method based
on the string modeling. Choi (1998) investigated
the catenary system analytically for a high speed
rail vehicle using a modal analysis. Wu and
Brennan (1999) investigated the dynamic relation
using the FEM between the catenary and the
pantograph. These analyses on the catenary have
been focused on the behavior of the catenary of
the pantograph system of a high-speed rail to
study contact loss.

In this paper, the dynamic characteristics of a
catenary system using an FEM are analyzed to
develop a suitable pantograph for a high speed
rail system. By calculating the contact force which
plays an important role in the dynamic character
istics of the pantograph, the stable current
collecting ability of the pantograph can be deter
mined. The contact force is analyzed in time
domain by the dynamics of the catenary and the
pantograph. At first, the catenary system of a high
speed railway is assumed to be a continuous
model. This model is analyzed by discrete-time
domain modeling for the catenary system
applying initial tensions at high-speed range. It is
the analyzed using the FEM. To analyze the
dynamic characteristics of the pantograph in time
domain, the pantograph is assumed to be a 3
DOF linear mass-damper-spring system. Even
though the pantograph has many parts, the parts
of the pantograph can be regarded as the equiva
lent masses with installed springs and dampers.
Even though the catenary is composed of an
infinite length continuum model, it is modeled for
10 spans, over a total length of 630m line.
Dynamic characteristics such as contact force and
displacement, etc. at a maximum velocity of
350km/h can be analyzed.
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2. Modeling of the Catenary and the
Pantograph

There are three types of catenaries used in high
speed rail way systems: simple, stitch and com
pound. The reason for having various catenaries
is to unify the mechanical characteristics of con
tact wire contacting with the pantograph. In gen
eral, the compound catenary has lower stiffness
variation than the simple catenary, and is better
suited to a high speed rail system. The downside
of the compound catenary is its high price (Wu,
et al 1999). Hence, a simple catenary is usually
adopted. The pantograph is divided into three
main parts: a panhead, a plunger and a frame, all
which are connected by springs and dampers. It is
analyzed as a mass-spring-damper system with 3
OOF. This section describes modelings of the
pantograph and the catenary.

2.1 Composition of a Korean style high
speed railway catenary

It is easier to ensure uniform elasticity with the
compound catenary because of the small stiffness
variation at the contact wire. The problem is that
it costs a great deal to build. However, a simple
catenary is showing its merits as being cost
effective and easy to build, and it can attain
sufficiently uniform elasticity. Hence, the simple
catenary is being widely used especially in Eu
rope and South Korea. Figure I shows the struc
ture of the simple catenary system.

MifF n..r ..........--IIr·
wIN

Fig. 1 The structure of simple catenary system

The contact wire is the part that supplies
current through direct contact with the panto
graph that is on the roof of the train. For mathe
matical modeling, a tensioning beam considering
the high frequency response component is pro
posed. The messenger wire enables the contact
wire to sustain a flexible distance from the track
suspending supporter. In this paper, the messen
ger wire is assumed to be under the definite
tension force of the contact wire. The dropper is
the cable that spreads dynamic mass and connects
the contact wire with the messenger wire to keep
the contact wire from touching the messenger
wire. The dropper is modeled as the mass and
spring set with 9 pieces per 63m span. The inter
val of each dropper is set at 4.5m in the vicinity of
the supporter and 6.75m other places. The drop
per plays an important role in providing uniform
height and equal elasticity of the contact wire.
The steady arm is the element that provides the
stagger to prevent the one-sided wear on the
contact wire through continuous contact between
one point of the pantograph and the contact wire.
Found at the supporter, the steady arm pushes
and pulls the contact wire horizontally and is
modeled as the mass and spring connected to the
contact wire. The supporter that is a column
supporting the messenger wire can be considered
as a cantilever. Similarly, with the steady arm, the
supporter can be modeled by the equivalent mass
and spring. The space between two supports is
called as a span, and generally, each support is set
at intervals of 63m.

2.2 A Finite element model of each
part of the catenary

Figure 2 shows the model for finite element
analysis of the centenary.

In this paper, 10 spans with a total length of
63Om, 63m per span are used. Because the object
of this study is a high-speed railway having the
velocity of 350km/h, the composition of a 10 span
catenary can be sufficient to study dynamic be
havior not affected by boundary conditions. The
KNR catenary condition that is being built now
as the condition of the catenary in this study is
used. Nine droppers are arranged per span and
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Contact
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63m/span

630m/10span

Fig. 2 Finite element model of a 10 span catenary

Fig. 3 GPU-type pantograph

the catenary is organized with boundary condi
tions that are fixed at both ends. The contact wire
and the messenger wire are 104m apart. While
there is a little sagging, the model was simplified
so that the initial condition was parallel and

straight.
Fig.4 Three DOF pantograph model

2.3 The modeling of the pantograph system
Causes of contact loss with the catenary system

are wave propagation and elasticity irregularity,
stiffness variation at dropper connection spots,
unevenness at the connect surface of contact wire,
mass variation at the part of the steady arm for
support and connection, and variation of coach
vibration and wind pressure from outside the
train. For an uninterrupted and steady current
supply.sthe design of a pantograph should have
high following and quick reaction ability. It

should also be insensitive to a variation of
characteristic parameters. Figure 3 is the GPU
type pantograph that.is used in France. KTX will
use a similar one.

It shows various parts of a pantograph. It is
impossible to design a unifying model that can
encompass all structures. However, a pantograph
model is composed, like Fig. 4, using a high
speed railway with a 3-lumped mass, spring,
damper, friction damper between each mass, and
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160.---------------.---..,

tween the wave propagation speed and tension T
when the bending stiffness is Elc=322.2[Nm 2

].

The wave propagation speeds of a string and of a
beam in the low frequency range are almost the
same. However, as the frequency increases, the
wave propagation speed of the beam becomes
higher than that of the string. As the bending
stiffness of the beam decreases relative to the
increased tension, the string model becomes simi
lar to the beam model. Figure 5 (b) represents the
relation between the wave propagation speed and
the bending stiffness when the tension T=20,OOO
[N].

As shown in Fig. 5 (a), wave propagation speed
increases more rapidly than the string model as
the frequency increases. Dynamic characteristics
of the tension beam have the property of the string
and the beam depending on the relative magni
tude of tension and bending stiffness. Tension has

2.4

x104
~.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2

TensIon(NJ

(a) Constant bending stiffness case

The catenary system is modeled as a distributed
parameter system and the pantograph is modeled
as a lumped parameter system having masses and
springs (Manabe, 1994, Park, et al, 1996). Gen
erally, the catenary was modeled as a string using
a FEM. However, 300km/h corresponds to 70%
of the wave propagation speed and the analysis of
the catenary using a string model is probably
unreliable. In this study, the finite element analy
sis on the catenary using a beam model is accom
plished to analyze the contact force at high speed.
The catenary system should be discretized for
analyzing a contact force with the pantograph. In
this section, a lumped parameter system composed
of catenary and pantograph is derived using
Hamilton's Principle.

3. Analysis of the Catenary
System and Pantograph

the structure that supplies external force for each
mass, to analyze the general pantograph type
similar to the one in Fig. 3.

3.1 Analysis of the catenary system
The reason for not using a string model but

using a beam model for the catenary is verified in
this section. As stated in the introduction, the
governing equations are derived from the catenary
modeled with a tension beam to analyze high
frequency responses. If k is the wave number and
w the frequency, then derive the relation between
and can be derived as;

In addition, because the wave propagation
speed on the beam is c=w/k, then

{ T [( T )2 (--.L) 2J1I2 }1/2
k=± -2El+ 2El + El w

(I)

Equation (2) represents the wave propagation
speed as the function of tension T and bending
stiffness EI. The above equation shows the
characteristics varying with the wave frequency.
Figure 5 (a) shows the functional relation be-

10Hz

~-----------------------_.--

145

1Hz
12~50~-~200~-~250~-~300~--:-:350::---:':400::---:':450::--500-='-

Bending slllfneos {Nm']

(b) Constant tension case

Fig.5 Wave propagation velocity for a beam

(2)_ {T [( T)2 (El) 2J1I2 }112c-± -+ - + - w2p 2p p
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Using the above energy related equation, the

Potential energy from tension of the contact
wire

Potential energy from the bending stiffness of
the contact wire

Potential energy from droppers

I it
UD=T~kd{U".(Xi) ~Uc(Xi)}2 (8)

where, ms, Ts, arid El; express unit mass of the
contact wire, tension force, and bending stiffness,
respectively. 8 is the delta function and P is the
contact force from the pantograph to the contact
wire; which is the function of the vehicle velocity.
Because the motion of the equation for the
catenary is related to the contact force and
because the contact wire and the messenger wires
are connected to each other, the equations are
difficult to solve analytically.

therefore, in this paper, the displacement of the
catenary is obtained based on the numerical
analysis method using the FEM results in the
absolute solutions on nodes and the approximate
solutions between two nodes. The Newmark
method was used for analyzing the catenary-FEM
modeling in time domain, and the Full-Pivot
method was used for 'calculating matrices.

where, m«; T«, and El« express unit mass of the
messenger wire, tension force, and bending stif
fness respectively. Also, kd is the stiffness of the
dropper, and ks is the equivalent stiffness of the
supporter.

The motion of the equation of the contact wire
can be expressed as;

(L [ azum az (E1 azum)
)0 w mm---af+ ax2 m ax2

azuc LfE1 azuc) a (T. Bu; )
mC---af2+axz\ c ax2 - ax c ax

-kd(Um-Uc) 8(X-Xn) =P8(x- Vt)
(12)

3.2 Finite element method
To apply the finite element method, from Eqs.

(11) and (12), the variation equations are derived
as follows:

azU". az (E1 azu".) a (T, aum)
mm---af+ ax2. ". ax2 - ax max

+kd(Um-Uc) 8(x-xn)
+ ksUm8(x - Xs) =0 (I 1)

motion equation of the catenary can be obtained
by applying Hamilton's Principle. First, the
motion of the equation of the messenger wire can
be expressed as:

(9)

(7)

(6)

(5)

(4)

i (I (aU)2
o.l'111=T)o T". ax

m
dx

. I (I ( azUm )2
UE7ti=T)o Elm ax2 dx

THe potential energy from supporters

1 M
US=T~ks{ Um (Xi)}2

UTC= ~ [I Tc( aa~c rdx

Potential energy from bending stiffness of the
contact wire

1 (I ( azuc)2
UEc=T)o Elc ax2 dx

Potential energy from the bending stiffness of
the messenger wire

T= ~ [I m( ~~ Ydx

=~ {[lmc( aJtc YJdx

+[lmm( a%tm YJdx } (3)

the primary effect on the real catenary except for
the high frequency component. The effect of the
bending stiffness must be considered in the high
frequency at the speed of 350km/h of the KTX.

fa this study; the catenary is analyzed as a
tension beam with bending stiffness. The govern
ing equation is derived using the energy varia
tional method to accomplish a finite element
analysis. The energy of each composed element
on: the catenary system can be shown as:

Kinetic energy

The total potential energy is the sum of all
potential energy values.

V= UTC+ UTm+ UEC+ UEm+UD+ Us (10)
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K.:=[ Ke,DII-. 0] (20)

o -, Ke.cn

where, matrix M is a mass matrix, and matrix K
is a stiffness matrix.

In Eq. (18), the stiffness matrix K is composed
of stiffness matrix K.: of the catenary and stiffness
matrix Ki of the dropper.

(18)

(19)

(17)

K=K.:+Ki

Md'+Kd=F

where, K.: is the diagonal matrix as;

3.3 Numerical analysis
The algorithm for catenary system analysis is

found in Fig. 7.
The analysis program is made up of the module

that creates the stiffness matrix for the elements
constituting a catenary, such as the beam, sup
porter, dropper, and the module that creates an
element load vector applied to the catenary. This.
program includes assembling parts that bring the
element matrices to form a global matrix and the
dynamic analysis is performed by solving the
differential equation per each time interval using
the Newmark method, which makes the time
integrating of a beam model stable.

Uh(X) =Wde
Wh(X) =NT1]e=1]~

where, N is the shape function, and 1] is an
arbitrary vector representing DOFs.

If Eq. (17) is inserted into Eqs. (15) and (16),
t can be expressed as a second ordinary differen
tial equation;

ment and rotation. Therefore, there are 2 DOF
per node for vertical directional displacement and
rotation. In the case of the catenary, string tension
force is applied with horizontal direction and the
DOFs for horizontal direction are omitted. The
reason for this is that the horizontal displacement
of the catenary can be ignored.

The displacement at an arbitrary point can be
expressed the shape function and DOF at each
node, as follows;

- :x (t; a:X
m

)

+kd(um-Ue) 8(x-xn)

+ksum8(x-xs) ]dx=O (13)

(L [ iJlue iJl (E iJlue)
)0 w me-af+ ax2 Ie ax2

-:X(Te~~e)
-kd(Um-Ue) 8(x-xn)

-P8(x- Vt) ]dx=O (14)

Fig. 6 Free diagram of a beam element

Because both ends are considered to be free, the
boundary conditions are zero shear force and zero
moment. From Eqs. (15) and (16), displacement
for each beam elements is obtained. Displacement
and force of each node can be expressed as in Fig.
6 from a finite element of beam.

The beam is a long thin structural material that
shows the bending effect clearer than the torsional
effect or the axis direction effect. This bending
effect is measured as vertical directional displace-

where, w is the weight function. The following
equations can be derived by partial differentia
tions of Eqs. (13) and (14);

(L iJlum (L
E L

iJlw iJlumdx
)0 wmm--ai2dx +)0 ma~ (fX2

+ J:Lt; 0;; a:Xmdx

+ J:Lw(kd(um-ue) 8(x-xn)

+ksu11I8(x-xs) ) dx=O (15)

(L iJlue l L iJlw iJlue
)0 wme af dx + 0 EIe ax2 ax2 dx

+ (L T. aw aUedx
)0 e ax ax

+lLw( -kd(u..-Ue) 8(X-Xn)) dx

=J:
Lp8(X-Vt)dx

(16)
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t

t+Mb'

p..(t + At) i+l

Pm (t) i+l

a'

Y(t+IJ.t) =rYi(t+M) +8Yi+l(t+lJ.t) (26)

where, r=b(t+IJ.t)/I, 8=a(t+D.t)/1

Fig. 8 The model of the contact force analysis

m2Y2-C2Yl-k2Yl + (C2+CS) Y2+ (k2+ks)Y2
-csYs-ksys=F2 (24)

mtYl + (Cl+ C2) Yl+ (k1+ k2) Yl
-C2Y2-k2Y2=FL (25)

The above equations of motion for the pan
tograph are included as a module in the catenary
analysis program. The contact force that is
expressed as P(t) is supplied as an external force.
It is most important to know the contact force
between the contact wire and the panhead of the
pantograph. In determining the magnitude of the
contact force and the displacement of the contact
wire at the contact point, the phenomenon that
occurs during high speed driving can easily be
understood. Based on the understanding of the
high speed dynamics of the proposed simulation,
the pantograph design values that show optimal
dynamic characteristics can be set.

When the relationship between the contact wire
and the contact distance from pantograph move
ment is assumed to be the same as in Fig. 8. The
conditions below are added to solve the contact
force.

3.4 The algorithm for calculation of contact
force

The 3 DOF pantograph (Wu, et at al 1999)
model that is defined in Fig. 4 is included in this
program. The equation of motion is derived at
each nodal point of the 3 DOF model

msys - CSY2 - kSY2+csYs+ksys
_=-P(t) + Fs (23)

Fig. 7 Flow chart of FEM analysis

Ma"+1+Kd"+l=F(t"+l) at time t=n+l (21)

The following relation is applied to this value.

d"+l=d,,+LH . V"

+t,M2{ (1-2(3) a,,+2(3a"+l }

V"+l=v,,+D.t{ (I - r) a" +ra"+1 } (22)

where d", v", a" are approximation of d U,,),
ci U,,), itU,,)

If Eq. (22) is inserted into Eq. (21), then Eq.
(21) can be arranged about a"+l. (3 and r deter
mine stability and accuracy. As the system is the
second order, (3and r are chosen to be 1/2 and 1/
4 respectively (Hughes, 1987). In the Newmark
method, the stability is dependent on D.t. Gener
ally, D.t is determined by trial and error. In this
paper, IJ.t should be applied differently according
to the speed. For instance, is chosen to be 0.027 at
the speed of 300km/h. Based on variations in the
catenary condition, adjustment to the program is
very simple. External force from the pantograph
can be combined easily as a module in the
program.
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250,-------------------,
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105 6
nme (sec)

Fig. 10 Contact force of the contact wire
(v=200km/h)

~ 0.2 ,-------------------,
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.... 0.1 
o
c..
E 0.05

§
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.!!!
Q

g 2001
D

d

1

Fig. 9 Contact force between contact wire and
pantograph

Fig. 11 Uplift displacements of the contact wire
( v=200km/h)

Fit (t) that is the supplied force at each node
point can be solved using the linear iteration
method as follows;

FIt(t) =aPlII(t) (k=i)
=PPlII(t) (k=i+l) (27)
=0 (others)

where, a=b(t)/l, p=a(t)/l
The algorithm for solving the contact force can

be expressed as shown in Fig. 9:
In Fig. 9, the contact force occurs between the

contact wire and the pantograph panhead. Beca
use the contact force that is applied to the
catenary system and pantograph system varies
with time, the motion equation for the catenary
and the pantograph systems must be solved at the
same time. The iteration method is used for solv
ing contact forces.

4. Simulation

The simulation for dynamic characteristic
analysis, including a 3 DOF pantograph model is
incorporated into the developed analysis program
through contact force calculation algorithms.
Contact force between the contact wires and the

250,-------------------,

3 4
nme (sec)

Fig. 12 Contact force of the contact wire
(v=250kin/h)

pantograph are calculated for each velocity
through the simulations. Figures 10 and 11 show
contact force and displacement of the contact wire
at a velocity of 200km/h. The biggest contact
force appeared at the supporter and the minimum
contact force appeared at the center of the span.

Figures 12 and 13 show contact force and the
displacement of the contact wire at 250km/h.

In comparison with the 200km/h case, there is
little difference in the shape of the result, but the
average of the contact force and displacement
show an increase in magnitude. Figures 14 and 15
show contact force and the displacement of the
contact wire at 300km/h. Similarly, Figs. 16 and
17 show these results at 350km/h.
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•3
Time [sec]

Fig. 17 Uplift displacements of the contact wire
(v=350km/h)

Velocity
Contact force[N] Displacementjm]

[Km/h] Average
Standard

Average
Standard

Deviation Deviation

200 83.33 16.94 0.0562 0.019

250 112.85 22.43 0.0768 0.021

300 153.22 29.68 0.1025 0.027

350 192.93 37.23 0.1301 0.034

~r---------r---------_,

0.2 r-------------------..,...,
0.18

I ~:~:
j 0.12

=0; o~~~
0.06
0.04
0.02

o ~o__~--__:;-----:;__--_:_--_;;_-..J

Table 1 Analysis results of the comparison of the
contact force and the displacement

•TIme (sec)

3

TIme (sec)

Uplift displacements of the contact wire
(v=250km/h)

Fig. 14 Contact force of the contact wire
(v=300km/h)

250

200g.. ISO
~
~

tl
S
e
8

g 0.2

J: 0.18
c.e 0.16
go 0.14
~ 0.12"c.

0.1'a
~..
E
B..

Q.
.l!!
0

Fig. 13

c:..
E
B
"~
is •

TIme(secl

- FEM Program
_.... Kasendo

z
~
.2 1SO
g
~
.. 100

!
so

Fig. 15 Uplift displacements of the contact wire
(v=300km/h)

250 ,-------------------...,

~200..
~150

~100

~ so

2 • 5 6
Time [sec]

Fig. 16 Contact force of the contact wire
(v=350km/h)

Table 1 is arranged by the contact force and the

displacement of the contact wire at each velocity.

With velocities of 200, 250, 300, and 350km/h, the

average contact force, displacement, and standard

deviation are compared.

o'-----~---------~----
2 3
Veiocity[kmlh]Xloo

Fig. 18 Comparison with the Kasendo for the
average contact force

The contact force at. 350km/h is about twice

that at 200km/h. Deviation increased by more

than 200%. If the deviation of the contact force is

increased, the possibility of contact loss would be

extremely high and the performance of the current

collection would be worse.

The program developed in this paper was

compared with the 'Kasendo' program (the

catenary analysis program developed in Japan) to

prove its validity. It analyzes the finite element of

a catenary modeled as a string. The average and

standard deviation of the contact force is

compared in Figs. 18, 19.
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The average value of the contact force is almost
the same as is found the results of 'Kasendo', the
guide to the analysis of the pantograph of the
Shinkansen. The standard deviation of the contact
force is higher than that of the Kasendo program.
That difference came from the modeling between
the string and the beam. As stated earlier, the
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from the beam model than from the string model.
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program developed in this paper, the design
variables of the pantograph are modified. Figure
20 shows the reduction in the contact loss by
improving the design variables of the pantograph.

In this paper, the contact loss is defined as
contact loss time divided by the total operating
time. The results in Fig. 20 show the possibility of
decreasing the contact loss by modifying the
design variables of the pantograph through the
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